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Greetings from the Board
Hello everyone! I am pleased to send warm greetings to you after these
unique, long months at home.
Your Board met in August with social distancing to fulfil our Annual Meeting requirements. Kaely was back from holidays. Kaely has been diligent in
keeping in touch with the membership. We have been concerned about
your wellbeing with the pandemic.
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You will have seen our survey with a Sept. 9 deadline. We needed to know
how many of you are interested in virtual sessions this fall. We are continuing to seek out speakers and for now, speakers who can present by Zoom
or other media.

Sr. Eleanor and Kaely have worked together to prepare this newsletter. My
thanks to both of them.
Memberships are due in the fall. We ask for your response in order to cover
our operating /ongoing expenses. A letter is being sent out with your renewal form. If you have friends who are interested in the Third Age, copy
the form and pass it to them.
Board members and planning committee members are keeping in touch
with Dr. Janice Keefe of Mount St. Vincent University in Halifax. We had
enlisted her to be our keynote speaker at our conference this October 1. We
have had to postpone to October 1, 2021 but understand Dr. Keefe is still
interested in coming. The theme was to be “Ageism” but some other priorities have become evident during COVID, such as long term care. Let us
know if you have a topic or speaker in mind.
Keep well. We miss you.
Nancy Wiggins, President, TAC
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Health and Wellness 2020

Flu Shots during Covid-19
Well 2020 – what a year it has been, but here we are
heading into another season of cold and flu in the coming weeks.
There will be some changes to the flu vaccine program
this year – namely for the first year ever in NB all NB
residents are eligible to receive a free flu vaccine.
Flu vaccination is important every year but never more
so than this year amidst a global pandemic.
Given requirements to maintain social distancing how
you receive your flu shot this year might look a little
different than in years past but rest assured they will be
available and are still our best line of defense against
the seasonal flu.

We expect flu vaccine to arrive and be ready for use in
NB around the first week in October – for further details of how to get your flu shot this year – it is best to
contact your provider that has provided them to you in
the past – whether that has been your pharmacist, doctor or nurse practitioner.
Wishing you all a safe and healthy fall and winter season among these uncertain times –Paul Bowmn

Paul Bowman, November 27th 2019

International Day of Older Persons
2020
Since 1990, October 1 has been observed as International Day of Older Persons. (UNIDOP).
The United Nations General Assembly sought to
establish and promote an age inclusive agenda.
Each year, specifics are addressed: rights of seniors, economic issues, health inequalities, housing, elder abuse, and more. The focus for 2020 is
“Pandemics: Do They Change How We Address Age
and Ageing?”
In Canada, as well as around the globe, we have
seen the need for special concerns raised by the
intrusion of COVID -19 into our lives. Changes
are needed as we continue to respond. Preparation for future pandemics will be important.
Policy changes are required, and assistance for
older persons in recognizing their own abilities
to contribute to their ongoing health and wellbeing. In this 30th anniversary year, UNIDOP will
also promote a Decade of Healthy Ageing (20202030). To learn more, visit https://
www.un.org/development/desa/ageing/
international-day-of-older-personshomepage.html.
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Masks and Hearing Difficulties
One of the particular difficulties we are finding with wearing face coverings (masks) during these months is
that we can’t read lips during conversation. We may not have realized how much we depend on seeing a
speaker in order to hear and understand words.
So what can we do if we are aware we are not hearing well, even with the help of a hearing device?
1. If we inform others that we have difficulty hearing, they will understand and speak clearly, more slowly,
and face us when they are speaking. We never speak from another room or outside hallway.
2. We might be able to reduce noise around us, choosing a quiet spot in a coffee shop or a chair away from
the TV or noise from a dishwasher or fan, etc.
3. We could focus on the general theme of a conversation and not struggle to hear every single
word. Sometimes we can fill in gaps a bit at a time.
4. We can be gentle with ourselves. If we are tired or anxious we may not do as well as when we are relaxed
and easy.
And, what can we do to help a person who acknowledges hearing difficulty?
1. We can learn to project our voice, not shouting, but speaking our words clearly and distinctly, while facing a person. Seeing our face and gestures will give a hearer extra clues about what we are saying. We need
to remember not to hold objects, or hands, in front of our mouth.
(Mask makes it more difficult, for sure, unless we are outside, or well-spaced and we can remove it).
2. We can repeat our words, if asked to do so. If a word or concept is particularly troublesome, we can offer to write it. (Sometimes words are new or unfamiliar).
3. We can show by our efforts that we value the person’s presence and response to our conversation. (Material condensed from professional advice) - Eleanor McCloskey
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The Third Age Centre
St. Thomas University
Fredericton, NB E3B 5G3
Phone: 452-0526
Email: 3rdage@stu.ca

Established in 1991, the Third Age Centre is a Registered Charity housed at St. Thomas University in Fredericton,
New Brunswick. Directed by a volunteer Board, it operates on the principle of seniors helping seniors. The
Centre’s Goal is to support seniors’ efforts to maintain an active healthy lifestyle, develop themselves, and serve
their communities. TAC promotes life-long learning, informed public discussion, and inter-generational exchange
between seniors and younger people.

